Guidance on navigating and using the MPA Conservation Advice packages on the Designated Sites
System (DSS)
This guidance document is designed to
provide the user with a walkthrough guide
on how to navigate and use Natural
England’s Marine Protected Area (MPA)
Conservation Advice packages on the
Designated Sites System (DSS).
Where applicable guidance on both basic
functionality and more advanced usage is
detailed.
It is intended that the packages are accessed
via the Marine Protected Areas: conservation
advice packages collection on .gov.uk.
Click on a section to jump to guidance on
that specific component of the advice, or
alternatively you can read through all of the
guidance in order.
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General – searching for packages
Conservation Advice Collection on .gov.uk
The Marine Protected Areas: conservation advice packages collection on .gov.uk is intended
to be the landing page for anyone looking for a MPA Conservation Advice package.
On the collection page you will find a link to the 5 sea regions. Clicking a link will take you to
an index map for that region plus a list of all available packages (in alphabetical order) for
sites within that area.

Searching on the DSS
The Designated Sites System (DSS) has it’s own search facility.
You can either search by the site name, or select to ‘search using marine filters’. If you use
the marine search tool you can again search by site name or by the marine sea areas. These
align with the index maps and grouping found on the Marine Protected Areas: conservation
advice packages collection on .gov.uk.
You can enter all or part of a site name. If searching for a complete site name be sure to spell
the name exactly including punctuation – e.g. Alde-Ore Estuary.
Once you have found the site you’re looking for select the ‘Conservation Advice’ link.

More on using the DSS

General – Using the DSS
Marine site detail page
The ‘Marine site detail’ page is the central page
for each MPA Conservation Advice package.
At the top of the ‘marine site detail’ page is a
list of the components which make up Natural
England’s MPA Conservation Advice packages.
Clicking on the component will jump the user to
that particular part of the advice on the ‘marine
site detail’ page.
Breadcrumb trail
Use the breadcrumb trail located at the top-left
of each page to navigate back to the ‘Marine
site detail’ page

References
The Conservation Advice packages are referenced
throughout. Clicking on a reference will produce a
pop-up box containing the full bibliographic style
citation. Where applicable the full citation will act as
a hyperlink to the referenced web page, journal
article, report etc.

More on searching for packages

Site Information

The Site information component of the advice is a
table which sits at the top of the marine site
detail page.
The site information table is designed to contain
the basic information about the site – including
the designation/classification date, list of
qualifying features and designated area.

Clicking on one of the listed qualifying
features will produce a pop-up box.
This pop-up box contains the feature
description and where applicable lists
subfeatures (which have their own
descriptions) and/or supporting
habitats (which do not have their own
descriptions).

Background information and geography
The background information and geography component is a brief summary of the site.

Site maps
The site maps component includes a link to the designated site and features available on the MAGIC website. Feature
data displayed is sourced from the best available spatial evidence.

It may also include any site specific caveats relating to the maps – for example relating to mobile species.

MAGIC has it’s own in-built Help Library which you can access via the ‘?’ or here.

Conservation objectives

Above: example of Conservation
objectives for a European Marine Site
Right: example of Conservation
objectives for a Marine Conservation
Zone

Supplementary advice on conservation objectives – the basics
Select one (or more) feature(s) / subfeature(s) from the
feature tree, or ‘select all’
The black arrows indicate that the feature has
subfeature – clicking on the arrow will expand the tree
to show the subfeatures

The attribute list will populate based on the features
selected.
All attributes will display by default, or you can select
one or more by selecting them from the list (use ctrl to
select multiple)

Click here for advanced functionality guidance

Once you’ve selected the feature(s) and/or
subfeature(s) you’re interested in press the ‘Show
attributes and targets for selected features’
button

View the Supplementary advice on conservation
objectives (SACO)’s contents

Supplementary advice on conservation objectives – advanced

Feature and/or
subfeature selected

Attribute
selected

Site-tailored target

Season – this applies to bird features only.
Season relates to the season when the attribute is
considered to be relevant. This does not always align
with when the feature is present in the site.

Generic supporting
notes – these notes
are not site-tailored.

Site-tailored
supporting notes –
these notes are sitetailored.

Target justification

Advice on operations – the basics
Expand the tree using the black arrows to display the
activities. Hovering over an activity will display a
description tool-tip.
Select an activity from the tree.

Then press the ‘view advice on operations for selected
activity’ button

The Advice on Operations matrix will appear.
The matrix contains the features, subfeatures and/or
supporting habitats specific to the site.
The evidence and detail behind the Advice on
Operations can be interactively interrogated as required.
The legends are located at the bottom of the page and
explain the sensitivity scoring and the risk profiling of
pressures.

Click here for advanced functionality
guidance

Advice on operations – advanced
Some of the banners
have been shortened to
fit on to the page –
hover over them to see
the full wording

Clicking on a sensitivity score will produce a pop-up
containing details of the assessment and the
evidence base.
The pop-ups will vary depending on the type of
feature selected.

Above: example sensitivity pop-up for a species feature
Below: example sensitivity pop-up for a habitat feature

Clicking on a pressure will produce
an activity-pressure specific popup.
This pop-up includes a justification
for the interaction and Risk Profile
of Pressure work

Advice on seasonality
The Advice on Seasonality is a simple table indicating the months in which significant numbers of each mobile
designated feature* are most likely to be present at the site during a typical calendar year.

*Please note: we do not provide Advice on Seasonality for assemblage features

Example 1: bird features

Example 2: non-bird features

Feature Condition
The Feature Condition page is currently under development.

Further information
The Further information section, at the very bottom of the ‘marine site detail’ page, contains links to:
• Relevant classification citations, designation orders, standard data forms
• Details on who to contact to get further details
• A link to the Marine Protected Areas Conservation Advice collection on .gov.uk
• National organisations
• And local organisations – such as local authorities

